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Letter of Welcome 

Greetings delegates! 

It’s our utmost honor to welcome you into one the most renowned MUN conferences in Europe-

PragueMUN 2023! We are more than excited to see a new generation of passionate global youth 

with their thought-provoking speech and action-oriented mind, to face the ever changing world 

troubled by polarization, prejudice and misunderstanding.  

One of the most debated topics today is feminism and women rights. The past few years marked 

the emergence of feminist movement like #MeToo, the overturning of Roe v. Wade, and Mahsa 

Amini protest in Iran. We cheer as the progressive ideas seemingly take the lead, especially 

among young people. But at the same time, we are increasingly worried about the backlash of 

growing misogyny, and most importantly, the unseen structural oppression against women.   

This brings us to the two topics that we will cover during this conference- Topic A: Women’s 

rights in conflict areas: Ending the vicious circle of violence and Topic B: Smashing the glass 

ceiling in STEM: working towards bridging the gender divide. The first one requires us to dive 

into the relationship between peace, security and women’s rights in chaotic and lawless areas 

across the LDCs. While the second one pushes us to draw lessons and reflections from our own 

social reality-are they ever constrained by patriarchy and how it affects each of us in a micro 

and macro perspective?  

We highly suggest delegates to do solid research and critical brainstorming and avoid any 

populist rhetoric. Identity politics, cancel culture and polarization could never help solve 

problems rather than broadening the existing divide and add fuels to the hatred. In 2023’s 

Europe and world alike, there’s no lack of propaganda and harangue, but real leadership and 

pragmatic solutions are in more urgent need than ever.  

We are chairs from all over the world and are ready to serve you with strong academic support 

and timely feedback. You may contact us on Whatsapp +86 15872256546(Yaqi), +91 98343 

80473(Natasha) and +32 489110938(Wendy). See you soon! 

                                                                                                                      Chairs, 

                                                                                                                      Yaqi, Natasha and Wendy 
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History of the Committee  

UN Women, formally established in July 2010 by the General Assembly1, is the global champion 

for gender equality. They work to defend and uphold standards to create an environment in 

which women and children can thrive.  

Until 1975, the United Nations Commission on the Status of Women (CSW), a separate, free-

standing functional commission of the Economic and Social Council(ECOSOC), was the sole 

body addressing women’s concerns. The followed decade(1976-1985), proclaimed by General 

Assembly as “ UN Decade for Women”2, witnessed two important conferences convened: 

Copenhagen(1980) and Nairobi (1985). CSW was then assigned central roles monitoring the 

achievements of the goals of the Nairobi Forward-Looking Strategies.3 Following the World 

Conference on Women, 1995 held in Beijing, CSW, along with the General Assembly and 

ECOSOC, was to “play the primary role in the overall policy-making and follow-up, and in 

coordinating the implementation and monitoring of the Platform for Action.”4 However, its 

secretariat was poorly financed and staffed, with its shortage of resources described “partly 

compensated by the motivation and enthusiasm of members of the Commission.”5  

Other predecessors of UN women, in response to the increasing pressure from civil society, also 

marked their creation between those conferences. The International Research and Training 

Institute for the Advancement of Women (INSTRAW) , set up in 1976 following a resolution of 

the Mexico conference,6 uniquely positioned itself as “devoted entirely to research, training and 

information in the context of the advancement of women in development.”7 In 1984, in the lead 

up to the Nairobi Conference,  the United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM), a 

semi-autonomous agency within the UN Development Programme (UNDP), came into being. 

 
1 UN Women. 2019. “About UN Women.” UN Women. 2019. https://www.unwomen.org/en/about-us/about-un-

women. 
2 “General Assembly Resolution Endorsing the Outcome of the World Conference of the International Women’s 

Year ”: 1975. Digitallibrary.un.org, December. https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/198616?ln=en. 
3 E/RES/1987/18 of 26 May 1987; E/RES/1987/22 of 26 May 1987. 

4E/RES/1996/6 of 26 July 1996. 

5 Charlesworth, Hilary, and Christine Chinkin. 2013. “The Creation of UN Women.” 

https://eprints.lse.ac.uk/53605/1/__libfile_repository_Content_Chinkin%2C%20C_Creation%20UN%20Women
_Chinkin_Creation%20UN%20Women_2013.pdf. 
6 UN. Economic and Social Council (1985, 1st sess : New York). 1985. “International Research and Training 

Institute for the Advancement of Women.” Digitallibrary.un.org, June. 
https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/99988/?ln=zh_CN. 
7 Revitalization and strengthening of INSTRAW, A/RES/54/140 of 10 February 2000. 
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While the Beijing Conference proposed the creation of a high-level post in the UN Secretary-

General’s office to advise on gender issues, the Office of the Special Adviser to the Secretary-

General on Gender Issues and Advancement of Women (OSAGI) was created on 1 March 1997.8 

With all these intertwined institutions located at various UN commissions, the efforts to 

constitute a well-funded, effective and “coherent” Women-related collective forces in vain in 

face of long coordination chains. NGOs and some UN personnel lobbied for reform in this area 

but the first stages of Kofi Annan’s extensive UN reform agenda made no mention of any of the 

UN entities concerned with women. The High-Level Panel’s 2006 Report, Delivering as One, 

addressed development, humanitarian assistance and the environment in a globalizing world, 

which it identified as constituting the main challenges to the UN’s operational activities and its 

assistance in achieving the Millennium Development Goals.9 The “gender architecture” 

proposal included in “Delivering as One” sparked an intense debate among UN members, finally 

concluded with lengthy consultation. 

The need to counter institutional fragmentation is re-addressed in Ban Ki-moon’s term as one 

of the top priorities in his comprehensive reform agenda. In early 2010, the Secretary-General 

issued a blueprint for the “composite entity for gender equality and the empowerment of 

women.”10 The General Assembly finally decided to establish UN Women through a resolution 

entitled “System-Wide Coherence” adopted in July 2010. Its final form merges and consolidates 

DAW, INSTRAW, OSAGI and UNIFEM.  Its governance improved as a multi-tiered 

intergovernmental arrangement through the General Assembly, ECOSOC and CSW. 

This decade saw UN Women emerged as a constructive actor with accomplishments including 

providing training on women’s human rights for 18,000 justice personnel in 54 countries, 

supporting more than 30,000 aspiring women political candidates with the skills to run for 

 
8 “OSAGI - Office of the Special Adviser on Gender Issues and Advancement of Women.” n.d. Www.un.org. 

Accessed November 6, 2022. 
https://www.un.org/womenwatch/osaginew/index.html#:~:text=of%20Women%20(OSAGI)-. 
9 “Delivering as One: Report of the Secretary-General’s High Level Panel | United Nations Development 
Programme.” n.d. UNDP. Accessed November 7, 2022. https://www.undp.org/publications/delivering-one-
report-secretary-generals-high-level-panel. 
10 Report of the Secretary-General on the Comprehensive proposal for the composite entity for gender equality 

and the empowerment of women, Doc. A/64/588 of 6 January 2010. 
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office and helping 55 countries eliminate discriminatory laws on land, inheritance and other 

economic issues and adopt policies for women’s economic participation.11 

 

Mandate of the Committee  

Meeting the Needs of the World’s Women, Over many decades, the UN has made significant 

progress in advancing gender equality, including through landmark agreements such as the 

Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms 

of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). Gender equality is not only a basic human right, 

but its achievement has enormous socio-economic ramifications. Empowering women fuels 

thriving economies, spurring productivity and growth. Yet gender inequalities remain deeply 

entrenched in every society. Women lack access to decent work and face occupational 

segregation and gender wage gaps. They are too often denied access to basic education and 

health care. Women in all parts of the world suffer violence and discrimination. They are under-

represented in political and economic decision-making processes. For many years, the UN has 

faced serious challenges in its efforts to promote gender equality globally, including inadequate 

funding and no single recognized driver to direct UN activities on gender equality issues. UN 

Women was created to address such challenges. It will be a dynamic and strong champion for 

women and girls, providing them with a powerful voice at the global, regional and local levels. 

Grounded in the vision of equality enshrined in the UN Charter, UN Women, among other issues, 

works for the: 

* elimination of discrimination against women and girls; 

* empowerment of women and; 

* achievement of equality between women and men as partners and beneficiaries of 

development, human rights, humanitarian action and peace and security.12 

 

 
11 “UN Women: A Decade of Daring.” n.d. UN Women – Headquarters. Accessed November 7, 2022. 
https://www.unwomen.org/en/digital-library/publications/2021/10/un-women-a-decade-of-daring. 
 
12 Mandate of the committee UN Women  

https://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/committee.htm 
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Topic A: Women’s rights in conflict areas: Ending the vicious circle 

of violence 

In Secretary-General’s Report “Women and peace and security”, he stated “Today, the world is 

experiencing a reversal of generational gains in women’s rights while violent conflicts, military 

expenditures, military coups, displacements and hunger continue to increase.”13 Indeed, 

women’s rights and conflict settlement are never separate issues, as conflict can result in higher 

levels of gender-based violence against women and girls,14 and women’s participation in peace 

processes is about more than gender equality.15  

Women have been disproportionately affected by war, with sexual violence  as a weapon of 

war: 94% of displaced households in Sierra Leone are subject to sexual assault and a quarter to 

half  women in the Rwandan genocide were experienced sexual violence.16 Women are also 

likely to be abducted to be army ‘wives’ and resort to prostitution to support their families 

during difficult times. Women could also be agents in conflict: the proportion of active women 

combatants has long been underestimated with motives different from men. 

Despite their active role in war, women too often neglected the post-conflict situation: in peace 

negotiations; including de-mobilisation programmes and post-conflict 

reconstruction. Therefore, we must analyze this issue with a holistic approach: it is far from 

enough only to endorse women’s role and vulnerability, and what is needed to fully address the 

underlying grievances produced by patriarchal structure.  

One of the current pressing issues ahead of us is the ongoing war in Ukraine. The conflict has 

taken a massive toll on every single person, but in particular women and girls as reports of 

sexual and physical violence, exploitation and abuse continue to increase.17  Damage and 

 
13 Secretary-General, UN. 2020. “Women and Peace and Security ”: Digitallibrary.un.org, September. 

https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/3888723?ln=en. 
14 “OHCHR | Women’s Human Rights and Gender-Related Concerns in Situations of Conflict and Instability.” n.d. 
OHCHR. https://www.ohchr.org/en/women/womens-human-rights-and-gender-related-concerns-situations- 
conflict-and-instability. 
15 “In Focus: Women, Peace and Security.” n.d. UN Women – Headquarters. https://www.unwomen.org/en/ 

news-stories /in-focus/2022/10/in-focus-women-peace-and-security. 
16 Stewart, Frances. n.d. “Women in Conflict and Post-Conflict Situations.” UN.org. The United Nations Mission in 

South Sudan. https://www.un.org/en/ecosoc/julyhls/pdf10/frances_stewart.pptx. 
17 “Ukraine: Conflict Compounds the Vulnerabilities of Women and Girls as Humanitarian Needs Spiral.” n.d. 

United Nations Population Fund. https://www.unfpa.org/ukraine-war. 
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destruction to medical facilities as well as a shortage of service providers and critical supplies 

have also severely compromised the delivery of essential health services, which we can’t fail to 

address. 

History of the Topic 

Throughout history, women’s experiences in wars and conflicts vary and are mostly 

unpleasant. We have seen that violence against women is an integral aspect of militarization 

and war. Nonetheless, it is only recently that the international human rights community has 

begun to recognize rape as violence rather than as an assault on honour or a crime against 

morality.”18   

The modern conflicts essentially created an anarchy marked by disorder and mass sexual 

slavery serving the army. Those gender-based crimes could be institutional or randomly 

occurring due to the lack of discipline. For instance, during its waves of occupation, the Imperial 

Japanese Army established what is known as “Ianfu”(comforting women), a set of brothels 

made up of local women recruited by coercion and abduction.  In another case, the notorious 

“Nanjing Massacre”, also known as “Rape of Nanjing”, at least 20,00019 cases of sexual violence 

were conducted by Japanese soldiers who subjectively earned the acquiescence from the senior 

officers. 

In the phase of cold war, roles of women in conflict and war zones shifted from the workers and 

nurses serving in logistics to even combatants in the front line. Due to a rapidly growing need 

for ground forces during the 1973 Arab–Israeli War, women were needed in field roles for 

Israeli military forces. In North Vietnam, the Ho Chi Minh government was determined to 

“revolutionize” women’s positions in the newly-born communist society, thus assigning 

Vietnamese women significant roles in combat and manual labor against the American military. 

Regional and local conflicts produced waves of women refugees and immigration, who found it 

especially difficult to join local workforces and society, some of which ended up as underground 

sex workers and servants.  

 
18 “OHCHR | Special Rapporteur on Violence against Women, Its Causes and Consequences.” n.d. OHCHR. 

https://www.ohchr.org/en/special-procedures/sr-violence-against-women. 
19 Pritchard, John, and Sonia M. Zaide. 1948. INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL FOR THE FAR EAST 
Judgment of 4 November 1948, 22. International Military Tribunal for the Far East (IMTFE). 
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The end of the 20th century saw several humanitarian crises, which left a scar on memory of 

the women living in those unstable “failed” states. Rwandan genocide of 1994, which took a 

gender-specific form when, over the course of 100 days, up to half a million women and children 

were raped, sexually mutilated, or murdered.20 At the same time, thousands of women were 

victims of sexual crimes during the Balkan conflicts. Most of them receive no support from the 

region's states, despite the progress marked by international criminal law in prosecuting these 

crimes. But one can not ignore the progress, especially regarding women’s participation in 

peace negotiation throughout the decade: In Northern Ireland( Good Friday Agreement,1998), 

Guatemala(Agreement on a Firm and Lasting Peace, 1996), EL Salvado(Chapultepec Agreement, 

1992) and Croatia(The Erdut Agreement, 1995), women negotiators all constituted 10 percent 

or more of the delegation.21  

Following the September 11 attack,  Global War on Terrorism (GWOT) was declared and 

terrorism infiltrated urban complexes thus making conflicts invisible and unpredictable. The 

countries torn apart by constant lone wolf attack and jihad rebels, provided a fertile soil for 

female terrorists. Terrorist groups exploited those women by sending them to carry out suicide 

attacks or become “Jihadi Bride”.  What’s more, the Islamist State(IS), an extremist militia 

known for its brutalness, committed massive targetted sex slavery and rape against Yazadi 

women as part of a genocide campaign. The anti-human ideology they hold shaped the 

repressive system against ethnic, religious minorities, LGBTQ+ and women in occupied areas. 

Moreover, the participation of women in counter-terrorim operations can not be overstated, 

like the Women’s Protection Units(YPJ), an all-female Kurdish militia taking the lead to counter 

IS influence. 

Since the end of the civil war in Rwanda, women have been significantly empowered to take 

active roles in the public sphere, with a great positive impact on the country’s security. Building 

on their social roles in traditional Rwandan society, women’s participation in legislation, the 

judiciary and civil society marks a useful blueprint for post-conflict reconstruction elsewhere 

in the region.22 Leymah Gbowee, a Liberian peace activist, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize 

 
20 Thompson, Allan, and Kofi A Annan. 2007. The Media and the Rwanda Genocide. London: Pluto Press. 
21 “Explore the Data | CFR Interactives.” n.d. Council on Foreign Relations. https://www.cfr.org/womens-
participation-in-peace-processes/explore-the-data. 
22 “Women in Post-Conflict Reconstruction Enhance Security in Rwanda.” 2020. Africa at LSE. April 2, 2020. 

https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/africaatlse/2020/04/02/women-in-post-conflict-reconstruction-enhance-security-
rwanda/. 
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in 2011 for her non-violent efforts to promote peace and her struggle for women's rights. In 

1990 civil war broke out in Liberia. In 2002, she organized the grass roots movement, Women 

of Liberia Mass Action for Peace, which held meetings to present a non-violent message of 

peace. These demonstrations were instrumental in pressuring President Charles Taylor to sign 

a peace agreement in 2003.23 Her achievement is a prime example on how women, as a key 

solution-finder in conflict, can lead the change. 

Women’s Role in Conflict: 

The need to shield the most defenseless from the repercussions of war and armed conflict is 

becoming increasingly pressing for the world community. While everyone suffers during a 

dispute, its short- and long-term impacts are particularly detrimental to women. The use of 

sexual assault and exploitation as weapons of war is common; victimisation causes alienation, 

long-lasting emotional trauma, and unintended pregnancies that frequently result in 

abandoned children. The traditional breadwinners, husbands and sons, are caught up in the 

fighting and unable to provide for their families, leaving women, who are culturally designated 

caregivers, to struggle to support their families and maintain their households. Many women 

are exposed to more abuse because of their new role as primary providers. 

 

The security of dependable daily routines and expectations is shattered by conflict. In an 

unstable climate where the social services they once relied on deteriorate or vanish, women 

and girls are equally impacted.  

 

In this guide when we talk about conflict, we are referring to both the legal notion of conflict as 

provided by international law of the United Nations and the traditional notion of conflict used 

in day-to-day terms where the conflict situation may not qualify the legal parameters of the 

United Nations. The legal aspect of conflict includes both the International and non-

international armed conflict defined by the four Geneva Conventions by Common article 2 and 

3 respectively along with their two additional protocols. 

 

 
23 “The Nobel Peace Prize 2011.” 2011. NobelPrize.org. 2011. 
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/2011/gbowee/facts/. 
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In both legal and conventional terms, a conflict or war places significant social, economic, and 

political strain on the population of the involved countries, necessitating international 

assistance and policymaking to protect everyone's fundamental human rights, especially those 

of the most vulnerable groups, like women and children, as outlined in international 

humanitarian law and human rights law.  

 

Changes in gender roles may, in some instances, lead to conflict that improves gender relations 

and, in some situations, women's rights, but for the most part, conflict has a devastatingly bad 

effect on women. Conflict is caused by a complex web of factors that interact and reinforce one 

another at different levels and during pivotal stages in the growth of a nation or region. 

 

Given that each armed war uproots millions of people and is connected with significant 

migration and internal population displacement, women are among the most vulnerable 

populations both during and after conflict for reasons other than merely violence.  

 

Unaccompanied women and children are more likely to experience violence while fleeing due 

to migration and mobility brought on by war. They frequently lack the papers necessary to 

demonstrate their eligibility for housing, health care, and food; as a result, they may be forced 

to engage in sexual activity in order to survive. Lack of protection puts women and girls at 

danger of sexual violence, and raises their chance of contracting numerous STDs. Governments 

may be unwilling or unable to offer the essential social services, making it challenging for NGOs 

to help them.  

 

The contribution of women to preserving social order during conflict and post-conflict 

reconstruction is frequently ignored by legal and political procedures. Additionally, they fall 

short in properly recognising the unique harm experienced by women. Further 

disempowerment may result from women's ignorance of culturally determined issues like 

property rights and inheritance laws. Conflicts generally make gender disparities worse, both 

in the larger society and in families. 

 

Human Trafficking and Women As Combatants: 

Trafficking concerns the kidnapping of people with the intention of smuggling them over 

borders to countries where they are made to work as domestic or industrial "slaves" or in 
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brothels.  Because of the poverty that war produces, surroundings during and after conflicts are 

favorable for trafficking. Traffickers take advantage of the impoverished conditions of war-

affected households by promising families that they will care for their daughters by providing 

employment as domestic workers in another country. The United Nations Office on Drugs and 

Crime defines human trafficking as "the acquisition of persons by improper means, such as 

force, fraud or deception, with a view to exploiting them." (Office of the United Nations 

Suppression of Human Trafficking) The global scale of human trade has reached the heights of 

illegal drugs and weapons trade. Women are incredibly vulnerable to human trafficking 

because States cannot effectively police and prevent it when there are armed conflicts. 

In addition, a lack of resources such as food, medicine, and other necessities can lead to women 

being victims of human trafficking. A thorough explanation of the causes, methods, and effects 

of human trafficking is given in the list above. Due to the economic hardship experienced by 

women in armed conflicts, recruitment can be carried out through coercion, threats, or force in 

the context of armed conflicts. Recruitment can also be done with consent. Following the 

recruitment stage, the procedure entails travel, transfer, harboring, and receiving the trafficked 

individuals. The victims of trafficking face ongoing danger from a variety of sources throughout 

the process. In terms of the motivation for the trafficking, the women are primarily exploited 

through sex slavery or prostitution.  

 

Less severe forms of exploitation for the women include forced labor, involuntary servitude, 

and organ harvesting. The United Nations and other international actors have established a 

network to combat human trafficking within the global framework.24 

 

Women's participation in armed forces is a crucial aspect of how women and war interact. 

Women can be found fighting alongside men as forced participants (typically as a result of 

kidnapping), dependent "followers," supportive positions that don't require them to carry 

weapons, "shields," and active warriors. In the armed forces, women and girls may play a 

variety of roles, including domestic helper, cook, sexual partner, porter, guard, informant, and 

soldier. 

 

 
24 Trafficking in persons (no date) United Nations : Office on Drugs and Crime. Available at: 

https://www.unodc.org/unodc/data-and-analysis/glotip.html 
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There are normally fewer female combatants than male, but because of ingrained ideas that 

categorize troops as male, it is also possible that the number of female combatants or associates 

of belligerent forces may be partially hidden.  

 

It can be difficult to meet the needs of female combatants. Within armed groups, female ex-

combatants might have discovered a novel level of autonomy and even prestige. In addition to 

serving as porters, cooks, cleaners, nurses, and camp "wife," female troops may have had the 

same duties as male soldiers in terms of fighting. However, depending on the extent of their 

involvement and the circumstances surrounding how they joined the armed group, they 

frequently experience intense feelings of personal guilt and may be shunned by society. 

People who reside in places that are either directly or indirectly impacted by armed conflict 

may be more susceptible to human trafficking in a variety of complex ways that frequently 

reflect their sex and age profiles. People are forced to escape or discover coping mechanisms to 

deal with increased levels of insecurity when armed conflicts break out or escalate. Being 

forcibly relocated or experiencing discrimination due to one's race, religion, or politics are two 

examples of variables that frequently enhance one's risk of being trafficked. 

 

In the context of armed conflict, women and girls are also trafficked for purposes other than 

sexual exploitation and forced labor, such as forced marriages. It has been well-documented 

how ISIL forced Yazidi women and girls into marriages and took advantage of them by making 

them undertake household chores like cleaning and cooking as well as child care. If the women 

resisted being raped, disobeyed orders to perform tasks, or made an attempt to flee, they were 

severely punished.25 Conflicts in Central Africa have been the scene of similar incidents; for 

instance, the International Criminal Court has evidence of women being kidnapped, subjected 

to sexual abuse, and treated as "wife" by their captors.26 

 

People may experience marginalization and discrimination because of their political beliefs, 

ethnicity, or religion, particularly in conflict zones. These populations are especially vulnerable 

 
25 United Nations Human Rights Council and the United Nations Independent International Commission of Inquiry on 

the Syrian Arab Republic, They came to destroy: ISIS Crimes Against the Yazidis, A/HRC/32/CRP.2, paras 66-73, 130. 
 
26 International Criminal Court, Situation in the Democratic Republic of the Congo in the case of the Prosecutor v. 

Germain Katanga, ICC-01/04- 01/07. 7, paras 1006-1009. 
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to being trafficked, either because armed organizations specifically target them or because they 

are marginalised and therefore have fewer financial means. When armed conflict breaks out, 

religious and racial minorities who were already marginalized become more susceptible to 

trafficking. Injustice and conflict may be exacerbated by political exclusion. Additionally, 

marginalized groups may not receive enough protection from regional institutions, making 

them easy prey for traffickers. 

 

Armed organisations may target ethnic minorities in Sub-Saharan Africa for forced recruitment 

as armed soldiers, for slavery, or for forced marriages.27 One expert in Central Africa says that 

one of the factors causing conflict is improper resource distribution between political factions. 

People who are marginalised and live in utter poverty with no access to resources are easily 

persuaded to join armed groups.28 

 

Some armed groups have utilised human trafficking as a component of their plans to terrorise 

and rule over communities in conflict zones. This includes the kidnapping of ordinary citizens 

for sexual servitude or forced union. These forms of exploitation rely heavily on force and 

violence, and they frequently combine with the brutality that is typical of conflict situations.  

For instance, widespread kidnappings of people and forcing them into sexual slavery in Central 

Africa served the purpose of terrorising the local populace and establishing dread in areas that 

opposed the armed organisations. 

 

Porters: 

 

Armed organisations take advantage of adults and children in regions where there is active 

hostilities to carry heavy equipment.29 This type of trafficking is reliant on the armed groups' 

 
27 Morten Bøås & Liv Elin Torheim, 2013, “The Trouble in Mali—cor- ruption, collusion, resistance”, Third World 

Quarterly; Office of the United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, 2014, Report of the 
independent expert on the situation of human rights in Mali, A/HRC/25/72, para 63. 
 
28 Interview, United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilisation Mission in the Central African Republic, 23 

March 2018. 
 
29 See for instance: Cook, Tonya L., et al, 2015, “War trauma and torture experiences reported during public health 

screening of newly resettled Karen refugees: a qualitative study”, BMC international health and human rights, pp. 8-9; 
Special Court for Sierra Leone, Appeals Chamber, the Prosecutor v. Charles Ghankay Taylor, case No. SCSL-03-01-A., 
para 261 supra nota 610; Interview, United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo, 3 March 2018. 
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military operations. Operations that are more complex call for additional labour resources. 

Whereas using porters is an integrated method of movement for armed organisations, this 

practise happens routinely.  

 

For instance, armed organizations in South-East Asia force kids or adults from certain ethnic 

minorities to carry huge loads and military gear up mountain sides and through forests. In one 

instance, victims claimed that they were treated like slaves and that the circumstances were so 

difficult that some of them passed away from exhaustion while others were indiscriminately 

murdered by the armed groups.30 Porters are essential to pillaging and plundering in other 

situations. For instance, in Central Africa, certain armed groups kidnapped victims who were 

then employed to "transport stolen commodities, equipment, and diverse supplies."31 

 

Armed groups enlist children as pliable human resources or to increase military capability. 

These practices of utilizing kids are thought to be exploitative. According to statistics from the 

United Nations Secretary-Reports General's on Children and Armed Conflict, there were 7,734 

confirmed examples of kids joining armed organizations in 2016. In almost all cases, the 

recruitment and use of children by armed organizations is considered human trafficking, 

according to the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Children and Armed 

Conflict.  

 

 

The Continuum of Violence and The Post Conflict Scenario: 
 

Conflict-related violence against women has epidemic proportions. Groups who utilize terror 

as a tactic of war now primarily target civilians. Both women and girls as well as men and boys 

are the targets of this violence, but women are the victims of gender-based violence far more 

frequently than men. Opposing forces fight over their bodies, which turn into a battlefield. 

 

 
 
30 Cook, Tonya et al., 2015, “War trauma and torture experiences reported during public health screening of newly 

resettled Karen refugees: a qualitative study.” BMC international health and human rights, pp. 8-9. 
 
31 Interview, United Nations Organization Stabilisation Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 3 March 

2018. 
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Women considered to be "enemies" are raped and made to carry children in communities 

where ethnicity is passed down through the male line. Already pregnant women who are 

subjected to violent attacks are made to miscarry. In addition to serving as their cooks and load 

bearers as they move from camp to camp, women are kidnapped and used as sexual slaves by 

the military. They have HIV/AIDS deliberately, which is a slow, agonizing slaughter. 

 

The high violence that women experience in times of conflict is intimately tied to the violence 

that women experience in their daily lives in non-conflict situations. Because they are female 

and frequently because they lack the same rights or autonomy as males, women endure 

violence all across the world. They experience sexual abuse, servitude, and other forms of 

oppression depending on their gender.  

 

They frequently have limited options since they lack political authority or rights. Any act of 

gender-based violence that causes or is likely to cause physical, sexual, or psychological harm 

or suffering to women is defined by the United Nations Declaration on the Elimination of 

Violence Against Women as "any act of gender-based violence, including threats of such acts, 

coercion, or arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or in private." Violence 

against women becomes the norm since so much of this persecution goes largely unpunished, 

and violence in general rises during conflict as a result. Sexual and domestic abuse are on the 

rise. The presence of guns and militarization legitimize increased levels of cruelty and impunity. 

In many cases, this rising violence establishes a new "norm" that lasts well into the post-conflict 

period, where turmoil only serves to exacerbate the numerous problems that the war did not 

resolve.32 

 
 

A number of conflict-related health problems, such as post-traumatic stress disorder, hunger, 

war-related wounds, and the effects of sexual abuse, continue even after hostilities have ended. 

For women and their children, the absence of reproductive health care in particular has 

detrimental long-term effects. When services are lacking, maternal and infant death rates 

 
32 Christine Chinkin, “Towards the Tokyo Tribunal,” article on Women’s Caucus for Gender Justice website, 

http://www.iccwomen.org/tokyo/chinkin.htm 
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skyrocket. Women are frequently compelled to give birth away from their regular healthcare 

providers.  

 

Increasing population mobility, the presence of more soldiers, the relaxation of social norms, 

and widespread poverty are all factors that contribute to high-risk behavior and increased 

exposure to diseases like HIV and others, which increases the risk of contracting communicable 

diseases. The effects on children are yet another long-lasting effect of conflict for women. 

Unwanted pregnancies caused by the use of rape as a weapon frequently result in the 

abandoning of the offspring.  

 

Even though there is ample evidence that trauma hinders reconstruction, only a relatively small 

portion of post-conflict reconstruction funding goes toward mental health services. 

Implementers of health programmes in post-conflict settings should allocate finances for 

mental health components in order for reconstruction efforts to be effective and for civic 

societies to undergo rehabilitation. It is crucial to keep in mind that women are more likely than 

men to have experienced psychological suffering as a result of a personal loss, family 

separation, rape, or other physical abuse. In particular, sexual violence has an impact on the 

victim's family and community.  

 

Conflict-related violence against women has a wider impact on the profitability and 

sustainability of various development initiatives and social welfare facets. Women's suffering 

from trauma, poor health effects, and lost opportunities for education and productivity has an 

influence on both the load placed on social institutions and the loss of the full social contribution 

of women, whose crucial position in global development is now axiomatic. 

 

It is simple to ignore the specific role that women may have played during the conflict or the 

ways in which they may have assisted in conflict mitigation given the nature of post-conflict aid. 

In post-conflict nations, the general needs of the populace are enormous, and humanitarian 

priorities are given top priority by help agencies offering emergency support. The temptation 

to avoid gender issues is strong, especially given the immediate needs of reconstruction and 

supporting a fledgling government, as aid organizations struggle with where to even begin in 
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such circumstances. The chance to include women in conflict programming can be seized or 

lost during this transition from emergency response to stabilization efforts.33 

 

During the post-conflict transition, women-headed households faced numerous economic and 

social challenges. Lack of property rights was a key barrier. The land that belonged to their 

parents' or spouses' deceased husbands was refused to them. Particularly those led by widows 

and divorcees, women-headed farm households in rural areas sometimes lacked the funds to 

buy agricultural supplies and had trouble finding workers for labor-intensive agricultural tasks. 

Sharecroppers or landless laborers were employed by those who lacked land or other assets. 

They struggled to provide for their family while working long hours for little pay. In every post-

conflict society, the number of women working grew. The dire economic situation and the rise 

in the number of households with a woman as the head of family led more and more women 

into the workforce.  

 

Conflicts also weakened the established social order, which gave women the opportunity to 

take on new economic positions and responsibilities. With the exception of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, all nations saw a rise in the number of women working in agriculture. During the 

battle, women were able to work in a variety of businesses and occupations that were 

previously off-limits to them. Female workers in the organized sector were typically the first to 

lose their jobs as economies collapsed during the early post-conflict transition. Conflicts played 

a significant role in the sharp rise in poverty.  

 

In every case study nation, women suffered disproportionately from the effects of poverty 

because of social, cultural, and economic forces that were against them. For women compared 

to men, there were proportionately greater decreases in nutritional intake. In times of 

economic hardship, girls' needs for health and education were also given less attention than 

boys'. During the post-conflict transition, the economic circumstances of returning women 

refugees, women who headed homes, and women who received food assistance usually 

deteriorated. 

 

 
33 Increasing women's access to justice in post-conflict societies (no date) United Nations. United Nations. Available at: 

https://www.un.org/en/chronicle/article/increasing-womens-access-justice-post-conflict-societies  
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During times of conflict, women's public roles and duties grew in all of the case study countries. 

Conflict-related opportunities and the difficulties of surviving without men both contributed to 

this increase. In general, women were more involved in private charities, hospitals, schools, and 

churches by volunteering their services. Additionally, they started self-help groups to aid one 

another. In addition, women frequently assumed leadership of local political institutions when 

men were not present.  

 

Women participated in public life to support the military effort. In the name of ideology or 

ethno-nationalism, they planned public gatherings and marches, gathered money, and 

galvanized support for war.  

 

They joined armed groups by conducting and supervising auxiliary services like health and 

intelligence activities, they supported military operations in several of the case study countries. 

Some women also started organizations to support peaceful conflict resolution, and they gained 

influence in the peace agreements. Their involvement in public life increased their political 

knowledge and aspirations.  

 

Despite a brief period of political exclusion soon following a conflict, women achieved progress 

in post conflict cultures. For instance, after elections in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Cambodia, El 

Salvador, and Georgia, the proportion of women in national parliaments rose. Only in 

Guatemala did fewer women get elected to the national legislature after the 1996 peace accords 

were ratified. 

 

 

CASE STUDIES: 
 

Syrian Arab Republic: Human rights and humanitarian law have recently been significantly 

reduced in the Syrian conflict. Around 2 million people resided in besieged regions and were 

refused humanitarian help, according to the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian 

Affairs. Numerous citizens have been murdered, kidnapped, and subjected to torture and other 

cruel treatment. It is estimated that non-state armed opposition groups abuse human rights, 

use children as soldiers, and obstruct aid deliveries.  
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During their attack in Idlib in March 2015, the Organizations for the Prohibition of Chemical 

Weapons established a joint investigative mechanism. 

 

In their claims that the government used chemical sulfur mustard gas in their strikes, ISIS was 

also accused of employing The Joint Investigative Mechanism between the Organizations for 

the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) and the UN. 34 

 

The Russian Federation was expelled from the Human Rights Council in October 2015, and 

numerous human rights organizations accused Russia of being complicit in war crimes. The 

Russian-Syrian alliance was accused by Human Rights Watch of employing cluster munitions, 

which are forbidden under international law, and of targeting civilians. The Syrian government, 

according to allegations made by the UN in 2016, allegedly put up barriers to the delivery of 

humanitarian aid to civilians. Human rights abuses continue despite the UN and the 

international community's steadfast efforts to defend the rights of civilians. Thousands of 

people were killed and displaced as a result of the fighting. Some Syrian nationals travel 

overseas in search of safety and assistance, but they frequently run into difficulties. As a result, 

the Syrian Conflict is currently regarded as one of the most dangerous and needs to be resolved 

right away.35 

 

Yemen: For now, the United Nations envoy’s attempts at bringing the different sides to the 

table have failed. The UN estimates more than 10,000 civilians have been killed and 3 million 

displaced from their homes since 2015. Additionally, according to UNICEF, more than 2 million 

Yemeni children are acutely malnourished. There is a massive humanitarian catastrophe 

developing there, which every member state should feel the responsibility to address 

immediately. With more than 18 million people in need of assistance and 7 million already at 

risk of going hungry, Yemen is currently experiencing the worst humanitarian crisis in the 

world. These numbers are in addition to the 50,000 deaths from armed conflict. 

 

 
34 Syria: Extremists restricting women's rights (2022) Human Rights Watch. Available at: 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2014/01/13/syria-extremists-restricting-womens-rights  
 
35 Situation for women and girls in Syria worse than ever before as conflict grinds on (no date) United Nations 

Population Fund. Available at: https://www.unfpa.org/press/situation-women-and-girls-syria-worse-ever-conflict-
grinds  
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The devastation brought on by the protracted civil war will weaken Yemen's government and 

people for many years to come. In addition to other atrocities occurring in the nation, a large-

scale cholera outbreak must be a top public health concern because it has increased the urgency 

of a dire situation. Even though Yemenis may receive aid from the international community, a 

political solution is still necessary to end the armed conflict. Therefore, it is now imperative that 

nations that are escalating the conflict by arming the parties do so as soon as possible. 

 

A coalition led by Saudi Arabia reportedly attacked populated civilian areas close to the Saudi-

Yemeni border, according to NGOs Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International among 

others. A UN panel of experts came to the conclusion that the coalition had broken international 

law and purposely targeted civilians and residential areas after a series of investigations carried 

out between 2015 and 2017.36 

 

Afghanistan:  
Afghanistan has a long history of armed warfare, and many of the armed organisations 

operating there have long engaged in child trafficking. Up to 600 minors were enlisted by the 

Taliban and ISIL-Khorosan Province (ISIL-KP) between September 2010 and December 2014, 

according to documentation from the UN.37 

 

Children are frequently recruited during attacks on schools. Children are kidnapped and moved 

into regions governed by these organisations in order to undergo religious or military 

indoctrination. In addition to being forced to make improvised explosive devices and carry out 

suicide strikes, children are used as child soldiers.38 

 

As with other refugees, Afghans who fled conflict zones ran the risk of being trafficked as they 

travelled to safer places.39 An out-of-date survey revealed that traffickers tricked Afghan 

 
36 Experts of the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women ask Yemen about discrimination 

against women and the lack of representation of women in the political sphere (2021) OHCHR. Available at: 
https://www.ohchr.org/en/press-releases/2021/11/experts-committee-elimination-discrimination-against-women-
ask-yemen-about 
37 United Nations Security Council, 2015, Report of the Secretary General 

on Children and Armed Conflict in Afghanistan, S/2015/336, paras 18 
38 United Nations Security Council, Report of the Secretary-General on 

children and armed conflict in Afghanistan, S/2015/336 paras. 19ff. 
39 International Centre for Migration Policy Development, 2018, Traf- ficking Along Migration Routes to Europe: 

Bridging the Gap between Migration, Asylum and Anti-Trafficking. 
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victims into accepting fraudulent job offers so they could be exploited en route or once they 

arrived. Some of these victims had reportedly been trafficked for a variety of reasons, according 

to the study. 40 

 

The practise of "bacha bazi," or "dancing boys," is another type of trafficking that has been 

recorded in Afghanistan. Some accounts claim that this behaviour is typically connected to 

sexual exploitation.41  Boys from low-income homes may be bought and sold in return for 

money, food, or clothing. Additionally, youths living on the streets or in markets may be 

recruited by traffickers.42 

 

These boys are frequently entrusted to older, powerful adults during times of strife, including 

warlords and previous military commanders.43 Three youths who were "exploited for the 

purposes of bacha bazi" were reportedly trafficked by military personnel recently.44 

 

 

Questions a Resolution must Answer 

1. What is the importance of the various international legal documents in reducing the human 

rights violations against women in conflict and post-conflict situations? 

 
40 International Organization for Migration, 2008, Trafficking in Persons in Afghanistan – Field Survey Report, pp. 27-

40. 
 
41 United Nations Security Council, Report of the Secretary-General on children and armed conflict in Afghanistan, 

S/2015/336 para 39; United Nations Security Council, Report of the Secretary-General on conflict-related sexual 
violence, S/2017/249; The revised Penal Code was published in the Official Gazette. It includes provisions prohibit- ing 
and criminalizing the recruitment and use of children by armed forces and a new chapter criminalizing the practice of 
bacha bazi. Source: United Nations Security Council, The situation in Afghani- stan and its implications for 
international peace and security, A/72/768 S/2018/165, p. 24. 
 
42 Jones, Samuel, Vincent, 2015, “Ending bacha bazi: boy sex slavery and the responsibility to protect doctrine.” 

Indiana International & Comparative Law Review, pp. 66-67. 
 
43 United Nations Regional Information Centre for Western Europe, 2014, “The Dancing Boys of Afghanistan”, last 

accessed 23 Septem- ber 2018, URL: https://www.unric.org/en/latest-un-buzz/29091-the- dancing-boys-of-
afghanistan 
 
44 United Nations General Assembly and United Nations Security Council, Report of the Secretary-General on children 

and armed conflict, A/72/361 S/2017/821, para. 22. 
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2. What can be done at the global level in order to curb the issue of sexual violence and sexual 

slavery in post-conflict scenarios? 

3. What changes are to be made in the legislation in order to combat the problem of human 

trafficking? 

4. What are the various socio-economic impacts of armed conflicts on women, and what are the 

measures to solve them? 

5. In what ways can the international community contribute in reducing violations of the rights 

of refugee women, and providing them with legal protection? 

6. In what ways can all the solutions be legally enforceable in the member states? 

7. What is the role of the international community in tackling the issue of human trafficking in 

conflict situations? 

8. How are political commitment, impunity and crime interrelated in this context? What steps 

are feasible to protect women? 

9. How can women be involved in peace processes? 

10. How to prevent re-victimisation of women in the post conflict regions? 

11. How can the process of reparation, repatriation, and asylum adopt a gender sensitive angle? 

12. What steps need to be taken towards security sector reform? 

13. How many are girls attending schools and entering the work force in your country 

14. What is the perceived role of women in your country?  

15. How does this affect their decisions to attend school and find work? 
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Topic B: Smashing the glass ceiling in STEM: working towards 

bridging the gender divide 

The socioeconomic landscape of the world is transforming, with science, technology, and 

innovation (STI) taking the lead. Moreover, gender inequalities could have adverse 

consequences on effective policy implementation and strategy45 because it can lead to gender-

blind instruments that are detrimental to science. The “jobs of the future” in the high-tech 

industry, which requires a set of academic disciplines called STEM (Science, technology, 

engineering, and mathematics), is key to achieving social mobility and national competency. 

But like past waves of technological revolutions, women have been neglected, stuck in the male-

favoring hierarchy constructed by male-dominated environment. 

According to recent UCAS data provided by HESA, 35% of STEM students in higher education 

in the UK are women.46 In the United States, women made gains – from 8% of STEM workers in 

1970 to 27% in 2019 – but men still dominated the field.47 women faced two barriers with 

unrepresented researchers in these fields (horizontal segregation) and their representation 

still decreases as they advance in their careers as researchers (vertical segregation).48 They are 

the “glass ceiling” we shall strive to “smash''. However, the factors regarding the unequal 

outcomes are complex and varied, and, consequently, are not easy to address. It is an area in 

which It is an area in which economic, cultural, social, and religious contexts intersect, 

generating gaps that can become chronic, ending up with vicious cycles of existing divides. 

 
45 Buré, Claire. 2007. “Gender In/and Science, Technology and Innovation Policy : An Overview of Current 

Literature and Findings; Strategic Commissioned Paper.” Idl-Bnc-Idrc.dspacedirect.org. https://idl-bnc-
idrc.dspacedirect.org/handle/10625/49021. 
46 “Women in STEM | Percentages of Women in STEM Statistics.” 2021. Stem Women. January 22, 2021. 

https://www.stemwomen.com/women-in-stem-percentages-of-women-in-stem-statistics. 
47 Martinez, Anthony, and Cheridan Christnacht. 2021. “Women Making Gains in STEM Occupations but Still 
Underrepresented.” The United States Census Bureau. January 26, 2021. 
https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/01/women-making-gains-in-stem-occupations-but-still-
underrepresented.html. 
48 “WOMEN in SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING and MATHEMATICS (STEM),” accessed September 10, 
2022, https://lac.unwomen.org/sites/default/files/Field%20Office%20Americas/Documentos/Publicaciones/ 

2020/09/Women%20in%20STEM%20UN%20Women%20Unesco%20EN32921.pdf. 

https://idl-bnc-idrc.dspacedirect.org/handle/10625/49021.
https://www.stemwomen.com/women-in-stem-percentages-of-women-in-stem-statistics.
https://lac.unwomen.org/sites/default/files/Field%20Office%20Americas/Documentos/Publicaciones/2020/09/Women%20in%20STEM%20UN%20Women%20Unesco%20EN32921.pdf
https://lac.unwomen.org/sites/default/files/Field%20Office%20Americas/Documentos/Publicaciones/2020/09/Women%20in%20STEM%20UN%20Women%20Unesco%20EN32921.pdf
https://lac.unwomen.org/sites/default/files/Field%20Office%20Americas/Documentos/Publicaciones/2020/09/Women%20in%20STEM%20UN%20Women%20Unesco%20EN32921.pdf
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Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic and multiple crises in countries across the world have 

created repeated challenges to young women and girls to learn, earn and connect to the 

Internet.49 With mounting problems ahead, innovative and strategic action is needed. 

 

History of the topic  

In order to understand how the STEM industry and education evolve in interaction with the 

broader social context, we have to trace its founding. Modern technology didn’t arise until the 

first industry revolution, while the integration of technology, education and industry happened 

with the US government-led war research programs in WW2.  

It shall be noted with every technological breakthrough, the socio-economic landscape was 

transformed in a direction both strengthened the male-nominated structure while giving more 

chances to women to participate. For instance, several rounds of industry revolutions and 

modern wars brought millions of women to the textile and arms industry. Increasing 

employment of women working in assembly lines offers them economic opportunity while 

leaving them out of the upper side in this supply chain, namely those researching and 

management positions.  

It is worth noting that the real formation of STEM was born out of the massive geopolitical 

competition between two superpowers. In the cold war, the USSR and US focused on equipping 

their citizens with the most cutting edge science to get an upper hand, with fewer concerns to 

the gender of the potential innovators. The National Defence Education Act passed in 1958 

marked the Federal Government’s efforts of mass education with a special noting to STEM 

education. The act successfully helped set the stage for women to surpass men as the recipients 

of bachelor's degrees.50 Its rival-Soviet Union, also made great progress regarding women’s 

participation in STEM. Women’s education was used as an indicator of the success of socialism, 

which provided a general and mandatory secondary education. In the USSR of the 1960s, 59% 

of the specialists who had secondary or higher level training were women. In 1981, 52% of the 

 
49 “UN Women Statement for International Girls in ICT Day 2022: Access and Safety.” n.d. UN Women – 

Headquarters. Accessed November 7, 2022. https://www.unwomen.org/en/news-stories/statement/2022 
/04/un-women-statement-for-international-girls-in-ict-day-2022-access-and-safety. 
50Rose, Deondra. “The Public Policy Roots of Women's Increasing College Degree Attainment: The National 
Defense Education Act of 1958 and the Higher Education Act of 1965.” Studies in American Political Development 
30, no. 1 (2016): 62–93. doi:10.1017/S0898588X1600002X. 
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Soviet students in higher learning and 56% of the pupils in specialized secondary schools were 

young women.51 

However, it is when the cold war ended that those wartime efforts finally made it to the 

appearance of the term. The National Science Foundation(NSF) was first introduced to the 

acronym STEM. One of the first NSF projects to use the acronym was STEMTEC, the Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Math Teacher Education Collaborative at the University of 

Massachusetts Amherst, which was founded in 1998. The timing echoed well with the latest 

and most successful wave of the STEM industry-the popularization of the world wide web in 

1991 gave birth to the emerging IT(Information Technology) industry, firstly in Silicon Valley, 

then it was spread to developing economies including places like Bangalore in India and 

Shenzhen, China. The women programmers, engineers and managers performed well in a 

creative, inclusive and open environment that has been celebrated as part of an honorable  

corporate culture of many start-up companies in Silicon Valley. And websites like 

comparabiliy.com offer a place to rank companies’ efforts in promoting gender equality in the 

workspace. 

These narratives overemphasizing the trends in few technology powerhouses won’t make the 

topic a global story, as the gender divide intertwined and entrenched with division of labor in 

international markets, affected by classes and racial, and cultural factors of different contexts. 

It has been pointed out that the latest wave of globalization, dominated by US multinational 

corporations, didn’t spread the cutting edge STEM jobs further than their borders. America 

based women scientists in Apple design products that will be assembled by women workers in 

Foxconn’s factories in Mainland China. The latter group no doubt surpassed the former in 

numbers and shared no privilege of the gender policies of those huge brands.  

Fast forward to today, the impacts of COVID-19 on women’s role in STEM shall be given special 

notice. Unfortunately, the pandemic has not only hindered overall STEM education, but 

particularly exacerbated the already-wide gender gap in those subjects. The switch to digital 

platforms hindered learning for those without access to such tools given the Global South’s 

digital divide. Teachers also struggled with the use of technology for online lesson delivery, and 

they often end up just replicating their physical classrooms on online platforms. The impact on 

 
51 “Comrades in Science: Women in STEM Fields in the Soviet Union.” 2019. She Thought It. September 5, 2019. 
https://shethoughtit.ilcml.com/essay/comrades-in-science-women-in-stem-fields-in-the-soviet-union/. 
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STEM education has been colossal given the loss of the requisite hands-on activities in such 

subjects.52 

 

Women’s role in STEM 

Among the factors influencing girls’ and women’s participation, progression, and achievement 

in STEM education the most common explanations for inequalities include four main 

dimensions : student, family and peers, school, and society. 

        Figure 1:Ecological framework of factors influencing girls’ and women’s participation, 

achievement, and progression 

 

      Source: UNESCO53 

 

 

 
52 Aremu, Adefunke Ekine and Ayotola. 2022. “Making the Future of African STEM Female.” Brookings. February 

10, 2022. https://www.brookings.edu/blog/africa-in-focus/2022/02/10/making-the-future-of-african- stem-
female/. 
53 “Cracking the Code: Girls’ and Women’s Education in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics 

(STEM).” 2020. Unesco.org. 2020. https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000253479. 
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Gender Divide at individual level: self-selection 

PISA 2015 reports that engagement in science is determined by two factors – the way that 

girls and boys perceive themselves, i.e. what they are good at and what is good for them, and 

their attitudes towards science, i.e. if they think science is important, enjoyable and useful.549 

Self-selection bias is considered to be the major reason for girls opting out of STEM,as girls 

often do not consider STEM professions to be compatible with their gender.  This is where the 

social stereotypes pose a structural physiological constraint on women’s choice and interests. 

When asked to draw or describe STEM professionals, many studies have found adolescents 

have gender-stereotyped perceptions of scientists as being a male (as well as unattractive, 

socially awkward, and middle-aged/elderly).55 Even if girls do not endorse these stereotypes 

themselves, knowing that people in their immediate environment hold such beliefs can 

undermine girls’ confidence and, consequently, their performance and intention to pursue 

STEM careers.56  

What’s more, PISA 2015 confirmed that girls have lower self-efficacy in science and 

mathematics than boys, a difference that has remained largely unchanged since 2006. Gender 

differences in science self-efficacy in boys’ favor were particularly large in Denmark, France, 

Germany, Iceland and Sweden. Girls who assimilate gender stereotypes have lower levels of 

self-efficacy and confidence in their ability than boys.57 

 Figure 2:  Percentage of students who reported that ‘they could easily do’ certain tasks in 

science, 15-year-olds  

 
54OECD. n.d. “PISA 2015 Results (Volume I): Excellence and Equity in Education | En | OECD.” 

Www.oecd.org. 
https://www.oecd.org/education/pisa-2015-results-volume-i-9789264266490-en.htm. 

 
55 Sainz, M., Meneses, J., Fabregues, S., and Lopez, B.  “Adolescents’ Gendered Portrayals of Occupations in the 

Field of Information and Communication Technologies.” 2016. International Journal of Gender, Science, 
Technology 8 (2): 181–201. 
56Carol A. Heaverlo, Robyn Cooper, and Frankie Santos Lannan, “STEM DEVELOPMENT: PREDICTORS for 6TH-12TH 

GRADE GIRLSTMINTEREST and CONFIDENCE in SCIENCE and MATH,” Journal of Women and Minorities in Science and 
Engineering 19, no. 2 (2013): 121–42, https://doi.org/10.1615/jwomenminorscieneng.2013006464. 
57 Rabenberg, T. A. 2013. Middle School Girls’ STEM Education: Using Teacher Influences, Parent Encouragement, 

Peer Influences, and Self Efficacy to Predict Confidence and Interest in Math and Science. USA: Doctoral 
dissertation, Drake University. 
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   Sources: PISA 2015 (OECD Countries)58 

Interest, engagement, motivation and enjoyment play a vital role in women’s decision and 

dedication to STEM. A meta-analysis of gender differences in occupational interests, 

synthesizing more than 40 years of evidence, suggests that interest plays a critical role in 

gender differences in occupational choices.59  Socio-economic status also matters as more 

advantaged students are more likely to expect a career in science, even among students with 

the same enjoyment of learning science.  

Gender Divide at Family Level 

Parents, the wider family, and peer groups play a crucial role in forming girls’ viewpoint 

towards STEM. Parents with traditional expectations of gender roles reinforce gendered 

behaviors and attitudes in children,60 while the environment, experiences and support they 

provide is also a major factor to gender divide.  Parental beliefs, especially those of mothers, 

have an overriding influence over girls’ options.61  

 
58 “PISA 2015 Results (Volume I): Excellence and Equity in Education | En | OECD,” www.oecd.org, n.d., 

https://www.oecd.org/education/pisa-2015-results-volume-i-9789264266490-en.htm. 
59 Su, Rong, James Rounds, and Patrick Ian Armstrong. 2009. “Men and Things, Women and People: A Meta-

Analysis of Sex Differences in Interests.” Psychological Bulletin 135 (6): 859–84. 
https://doi.org/10.1037/a0017364. 
60 Bandura, Albert, and Kay Bussey. 2004. “On Broadening the Cognitive, Motivational, and Sociostructural Scope 
of Theorizing about Gender Development and Functioning: Comment on Martin, Ruble, and Szkrybalo (2002).” 
Psychological Bulletin 130 (5): 691–701. https://doi.org/10.1037/0033-2909.130.5.691. 
61 Gunderson, Elizabeth A., Gerardo Ramirez, Susan C. Levine, and Sian L. Beilock. 2011. “The Role of Parents and 

Teachers in the Development of Gender-Related Math Attitudes.” Sex Roles 66 (3-4): 153–66. 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11199-011-9996-2. 

https://www.oecd.org/education/pisa-2015-results-volume-i-9789264266490-en.htm
https://www.oecd.org/education/pisa-2015-results-volume-i-9789264266490-en.htm
https://www.oecd.org/education/pisa-2015-results-volume-i-9789264266490-en.htm
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The family academic background, in other words, those parents who hold STEM-related 

professions,  will familiarize girls with STEM careers in ways that other role models cannot.62 

On the other hand, parents with low degrees pose a negative impact on their children’s effective 

participation in STEM. 

It automatically relates to the household assets and support the family possesses, with higher 

socio-economic status shown to be associated with higher scores in mathematics for both boys 

and girls.  The additional resources of wealthy families devoted to related disciplines show a 

powerful impact, as in Singapore, the top-performing country in TIMSS 2015 in both 

mathematics and science in Grade 8, 42% of parents reported engaging private tutors to 

support their child’s mathematics studies.63 

 

Gender Divide at School Level 

The environment within which STEM education takes place, teachers, teaching strategies, the 

curriculum and learning materials, and assessments, serves as an institutional force to 

construct women’s capacity and attitudes regarding STEM, and the selection throughout the 

education process determines who will earn the diplomas of prestigious institutes. 

Teachers matter as good teaching contributes to girls’ interest and performance in STEM 

education.64 The employment of female teachers could positively influence girls’ perceptions, 

interest and confidence in STEM subjects as well as their STEM career aspirations, by serving 

as a role model.65 They are also found to be more sensitized and have more positive attitudes 

towards gender equality in the classroom.66  Moreover, teachers can express messages about 

 
62 OECD. 2016. Skills for a Digital World. 2016 Ministerial Meeting on the Digital Economy. Paris:Organization for 
Economic Co-operation and Development. 
63 Smolentseva Anna, “Securing Australia’s Future STEM: Country Comparisons,” Www.academia.edu, January 1, 

2013, https://www.academia.edu/65014085/Securing_Australia_s_Future_STEM_Country_Comparisons. 
64 Mckenzie, Phillip, Paulo Santiago, and Organisation For Economic Co-Operation And Development. 2005. 

Teachers Matter : Attracting, Developing and Retaining Effective Teachers. Paris: Organisation For Economic Co-
Operation And Development = Oecd, Cop. 
65 Rabenberg, T. A. 2013. Middle School Girls’ STEM Education: Using Teacher Influences, Parent Encouragement, 

Peer Influences, and Self Efficacy to Predict Confidence and Interest in Math and Science. USA: Doctoral 
dissertation, Drake University. 
66 Catalan, A. R., Perez, R. G., Piedra, J. and Vega, L. 2011. “Gender Culture Assessment in Education: Teachers’ 
Attitudes to Gender Equality.”  Revista de Educación 355: 521–46. 

https://www.academia.edu/65014085/Securing_Australia_s_Future_STEM_Country_Comparisons
https://www.academia.edu/65014085/Securing_Australia_s_Future_STEM_Country_Comparisons
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their gender-based attitudes and perception without being aware of doing so or recognising 

that their attitudes might be biased.  

When it comes to education policy, the curriculum, textbooks and other learning materials, as 

well as access to equipment and resources, is a hidden catalyst for gender divide.  The way male 

and female characters are presented in school textbooks conveys explicit and implicit messages 

to both boys and girls about male and female roles and abilities. For example, in India, more 

than 50% of the illustrations in mathematics and science textbooks at primary level portrayed 

only male characters, while just 6% showed only female ones. While in Cambodia, an 

illustration of the central nervous system in a Grade 9 textbook attributes more active and 

creative brain functions, such as thinking and exercising, to men, and more passive ones, such 

as smelling a flower or tasting food, to women.67 

Figure 3:  Cambodian textbook illustration associates more active and creative brain functions 

to men, Grade 9 

 

Sources:UNESCO. 2015. A Complex Formula: Girls and Women in Science, Technology, 

Engineering and Mathematics in Asia. Bangkok: UNESCO. 

 
67 Unesco, Asia And, and Han'guk Yŏsŏng Kaebarwŏn. 2015. A Complex Formula : Girls and Women in Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics in Asia. Paris: United Nations Educational, Scientific And Cultural 
Organization ; [Bangkok. 
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The availability of equipment, materials and resources is essential to stimulate students’ 

interest, and enhance learning, in STEM subjects.  The lack of ICT teaching devices not only 

hinders learning but also increases the risk of boys monopolizing the material and girls being 

observers.68  

Finally, apprenticeship programmes and other training opportunities become a feature of 

technical and vocational education and training (TVET) programmes, and can provide students 

with STEM-related learning and skills opportunities. Research in Viet Nam found that TVET 

institutions tend to reproduce the gender biases of the wider economy, channeling boys and 

girls into gender-stereotypical training opportunities.69 

 

Gender Divide at Societal-level 

Decisions about what fields of study or employment are regarded as possible or appropriate 

for men and women are embedded in the socialization process at a micro and macro level. 

Societal and cultural norms, broader measures of gender equality, policies and legislation, and 

mass media are the final mechanisms to put disparity into being. Those areas are most likely to 

be influenced by governmental and intergovernmental commitment. 

As a part of holistic gender equality, women’s achievement in STEM could improve in an open, 

diverse and more gender-equal society, where women and girls have access to education, 

decent work, and representation in political and economic decision-making processes. Policies 

and legislation could be a barrier or a promoter to sustainable change, prioritize and 

institutionalize girls’ and women’s participation in STEM education and careers. For instance, 

Malaysia has made great progress by enacting many STEM-related policies and legislation, 

reflecting the high priority attached to the issue.70 

Mass media is another key player in the socialization process. Gender stereotypes in the media 

can influence girls’ perceptions of their abilities in STEM and their career aspirations for STEM 

fields. Media images of STEM professionals may be uniquely salient for girls during adolescence 

 
68 “Teaching for Gender Difference | NARST.” n.d. Narst.org. https://narst.org/research-matters/teaching-for-

gender-difference. 
69 Naila Kabeer, Anh Trần, and Mạnh Lợi Vũ. 2005. Preparing for the Future. 
70 Soo Boon Ng. 2016. Sharing Malaysian Experience in Participation of Girls in STEM Education. Geneva: UNESCO 
International Bureau of Education. 
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as they actively consider future professional identities and options.71 Gender stereotypes on 

social media platforms can also have a harmful consequence. Female social media users were 

more likely to post or support posts promoting negative views about STEM subjects, especially 

mathematics. In a study, 75% of all self-mocking mathematics messages were posted by girls. 

One-third of students’ social media shares about women and girls in STEM were sexist. 

 

Previous International Actions 

International action on the equality of women began with the 1979 adoption of the Convention 

on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), which defines men 

and women as equals and declares that nations must take whatever effort possible to eliminate 

discrimination against women for any reason. 184 UN member states have ratified CEDAW 

since 1979. Parties to the treaty are required to submit national reports every four years, 

detailing their compliance with the convention. 

 

The CEDAW calls for member states to “incorporate the principle of equality of men and women 

in their legal system, abolish all discriminatory laws and adopt appropriate ones prohibiting 

discrimination against women, establish tribunals and other public institutions to ensure the 

effective protection of women against discrimination; and to ensure elimination of all acts of 

discrimination against women by persons, organizations or enterprises.” 72 

 

In 1995 in Beijing, the UN held its fourth annual World Conference on Women, where delegates 

created the “Platform for Action,” a document promoting women’s equality around the world. 

The Platform defined the “12 Areas of Concern,” areas that most need reform in order to 

promote women’s rights and equality: poverty, education, health, violence, armed conflict, 

decision making, laws and regulations, human rights, media, environment, girls’ health and 

safety, and the economy. At the end of the Conference, 189 member states voted to adopt the 

Platform for Action. However, at follow-up conferences, Beijing+5 in 2000 and Beijing+10 in 

 
71 Steinke, Jocelyn. 2005. “Cultural Representations of Gender and Science.” Science Communication 27 (1): 27–

63. https://doi.org/10.1177/1075547005278610. 
72 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women: 

http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/cedaw.htm 
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2005, analyses show that not enough progress had been made to reform the 12 Areas of 

Concern and promote women’s equality.73 

 

The Fourth World Conference on Women focused on ensuring equal access to education, the 

eradication of illiteracy among women, the improvement of women's access to vocational 

training, science and technology, and continuing education, the development of education and 

training free of discrimination, sufficient resources for education and their supervision, 

educational reforms, and finally, the promotion of lifelong education and training for girls and 

women. The conference called for countries to ensure equal access to education by eliminating 

discrimination in enrollment and all levels of education, regardless of gender, language, 

nationality, age, etc. It also called on the appropriate distribution of resources dedicated to 

education, improvement of its quality and the encouragement of counseling and school and 

career-oriented programs to invite girls and women to pursue an education. Follow-up 

conferences have continued to promote these same goals, seeing how their completion is a long 

way ahead. 

 

The United Nations has made gender equality and the empowerment of women a top priority 

with the establishment of the UN Women agency, which took over the responsibilities of the 

former UNIFEM agency, in 2010. But it remains to be seen if their efforts will be effective in 

empowering girls through education.74 

 
 

• Supports the activities of Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women. 

The Committee oversees implementation of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Discrimination against Women. The Convention sets out, in legally binding form, 

internationally accepted principles on the rights of women. 

 

• Assists the Special Rapporteur on Violence against Women. The Special Rapporteur, who is 

an independent expert, publishes annual reports on violence against women, receives urgent 

appeals from individuals and undertakes fact-finding country visits. 

 
73 UN Women: Beijing and its Follow-up: http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/beijing/  
74 UN Women: About UN Women: http://www.unwomen.org/about-us/about-un-women/ 
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• Assists the Independent Expert on Trafficking. Acknowledging that women in all regions of 

the world continue to be the victims of traffickers in order to be sexually exploited or exploited 

for their work force, the Independent Expert address these human rights violations. 

 

• Through its Women’s Rights and Gender Unit, furthers the struggle against discrimination 

against women. The unit builds national capacity to eliminate gender discrimination through 

advisory services, conducts research and analysis, services intergovernmental and expert 

mechanisms addressing the situation of discrimination of women, and engages with the Human 

Rights Council and the wider community forging partnerships, raising awareness and 

mobilizing support for anti- discrimination measures, such as legislation, policies and 

programmes. 

 

• In March 2008, the Women’s Right and Gender Unit published a commissioned report on laws 

that discriminate against women. 

 

Questions a Resolution must Answer 

1. What kinds of forms do the gender divide show itself in STEM? 

2. What are the proper roles of government, individual and civil society in the process to reduce 

the gender-related inequality in STEM? 

3. How effective are the current policies and what could we learn from the past exercises? 

4. What are the main barriers to women’s participation in STEM? And what about the priority 

of those issues? 

5. How does the individual influence and interact with the system of patriarchy? 

6. How do the issues vary in different contexts and what are measures to cope with the 

difference and similarity arising across and within the borders? 
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